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Abstract

The subspace method of pattern recognition is a classification technique in which pattern

classes are specified in terms of linear subspaces spanned by their respective class-based basis

vectors. To overcome the limitations of the linear methods, Kernel based Nonlinear Subspace

(KNS) methods have been recently proposed in the literature. In KNS, the kernel Principal

Component Analysis (kPCA) has been employed to get principal components, not in an input

space, but in a high-dimensional space, where the components of the space are non-linearly

related to the input variables. The length of projections onto the basis vectors in the kPCA

are computed using a kernel matrix K, whose dimension is equivalent to the number of sample

data points. Clearly this is problematic, especially, for large data sets.

In this paper, we suggest a computationally superior mechanism to solve the problem.

Rather than define the matrix K with the whole data set and compute the principal com-

ponents, we propose that the data be reduced into a smaller representative subset using

a Prototype Reduction Scheme (PRS). Since a PRS has the capability of extracting vec-

tors that satisfactorily represent the global distribution structure, we demonstrate that data

points which are ineffective in the classification can be eliminated to obtain a reduced kernel
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matrix, K, without degrading the performance. Our experimental results demonstrate that

the proposed mechanism dramatically reduces the computation time without sacrificing the

classification accuracy for samples involving real-life data sets as well as artificial data sets.

The results especially demonstrate the computational advantage for large data sets, such as

those involved in data mining and text categorization applications.

Keywords : Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Linear Subspace Method (LSM), Kernel

Principal Component Analysis (kPCA), Kernel based Nonlinear Subspace (KNS) Method, Prototype

Reduction Schemes (PRS).

1 Introduction

The subspace method of pattern recognition is a technique in which the pattern classes are not

primarily defined as bounded regions or zones in a feature space, but rather given in terms of linear

subspaces defined by the basis vectors, one for each class [1]. The length of a vector projected onto

a class subspace, or the distance of the vector from the class subspace, is a measure of similarity

or degree of membership for that particular class, and serves as the discriminant function of these

methods. More specifically, the following steps are necessary for the methods: First, we compute

the covariance matrix or scatter matrix. Then, we compute its eigenvectors and normalize them

by the principal components analysis or the Karhuen-Loève (KL) expansion technique. Finally, we

compute the projections (or distances) of a test pattern vector onto (or from) the class subspaces

spanned by the subset of principal eigenvectors.

Various subspace classifiers, such as CLAFIC (CLAss Feature Compression) [1], the learning

subspace method [1], and the mutual subspace method [2], have been proposed in the literature. All

of the subspace classifiers have employed the Principal Components Analysis (PCA) to compute the

basis vectors by which the class subspaces are spanned. The basic idea of the PCA is to represent

N -dimensional data by a set of orthogonal directions - capturing most of the variance in the data.

In practice, we describe the data with reduced dimensionality by extracting a few meaningful

principal components, implying that we retain the most significant aspects of the structure in the

data. Since the PCA is a linear algorithm, it is clearly beyond its capabilities to extract nonlinear

structures from the data. This constitutes a primary limitation of linear subspace classifiers.
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To overcome the above limitation, a kernel Principal Components Analysis (kPCA) has been

proposed in [3] and [4]. The kPCA provides an elegant way of dealing with nonlinear problems in

an input space RN by mapping them to linear ones in a feature space, F . That is, a dot product

in space RN corresponds to mapping the data into a possibly high-dimensional dot product space

F by a nonlinear map Φ : RN → F , and taking the dot product in the latter space [3].

Recently, using the kPCA, kernel-based subspace methods, such as the Subspace method in

Hilbert Space (SHS) [5], Kernel based Nonlinear Subspace (KNS) method [6, 7], Kernel Based

Learning (KBL) algorithms [8], and Kernel Mutual Subspace (KMS) method [9], have been pro-

posed. All of them utilize the kernel trick to obtain the kernel PCA components by solving a

similar linear eigenvalue problem as explained above for the linear PCA. The only difference is

that the size of the problem is decided by the number of data points, and not by the dimension.

The above studies report that the performance of nonlinear subspace methods is better than that

of linear methods possessing the same number of principal components.

On the other hand, in kPCA, to map the data set {x1,x2, · · · ,xn}, (where each xi ∈ RN )

into a feature space F , we have to define an n × n matrix, K, the so-called kernel matrix. This

corresponds to the N × N covariance matrix of the linear PCA. Observe that the dimension of

K is equivalent to the number of data points, n. The situation is, unfortunately, ironic. To get

a good classifier with good training estimates, one typically requires a large training set. But,

when a large number of observations are available, the kernel matrix has a large dimensionality.

Furthermore, the same problem with a small training set yields a poorer classifier!

To solve the computational problem, a number of methods, such as the techniques proposed by

Achlioptas and his co-authors [10, 11] (detailed presently), the power method with deflation [4],

the method of estimating K with a subset of the data [4], the Sparse Greedy matrix Approximation

(SGA) [12], the Nystom method [13], and the sparse kernel PCA method based on the probabilistic

feature-space PCA concept [14], have been proposed. In [4], a method of estimating the matrix

K from a subset of n′(< n) data points, while still extracting principal components from all the n

data points, was considered. Also, in [12], an approximation technique to construct a compressed

kernel matrix K ′ such that the norm of the residual matrix K −K ′ is minimized, was proposed.

Although it is clearly impossible to review all of these papers in this present work, we mention
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that we shall use this latter method as a basis for comparison with our newly proposed schemes.

Pioneering to the area of reducing the complexity of KNS are the works of Achlioptas [11]

and his co-authors. Although we shall go through them in greater detail later, we mention that

the techniques proposed by them can be classified into two main categories. The first category

includes the strategy of artificially introducing sparseness into the kernel matrix, which, in turn,

is achieved by physically setting some randomly chosen values to zero. The other alternative, as

suggested in [10], proposes the elimination of the underlying data points themselves. This is the

strategy we advocate. However, rather than eliminate the “unnecessary” underlying data points

in a randomized manner, we propose that this be done in a systematic manner, namely in a way

by which the distribution of the points is maintained, albeit, approximately.

To be more specific, we propose to solve the problem by reducing the size of the design set

without sacrificing the performance, where the latter is achieved by using a Prototype Reduction

Scheme (PRS). The PRS is a way of reducing the number of training vectors while simultaneously

insisting that the classifiers built on the reduced design set perform as well, or nearly as well, as

the classifiers built on the original design set.

The PRS has been explored for various purposes, and has resulted in the development of many

algorithms [15, 16]. One of the first of its kind, was a method that led to a smaller prototype set, the

Condensed Nearest Neighbor (CNN) rule [17]. Since the development of the CNN, other methods

have been proposed successively, such as the Prototypes for Nearest Neighbor (PNN) classifiers

[18] (including a modified Chang’s method proposed by Bezdek [19]), the Vector Quantization

(VQ) technique [20] etc1.

Recently, Support Vector Machines (SVM) [21, 22] have proven to possess the capability of

extracting vectors that support the boundary between the two classes. Thus, they have been

used satisfactorily to represent the global distribution structure. As opposed to this, the Learning

Vector Quantization (LVQ) [23] has a capability of adjusting the prototypes (code-book vectors)

so that the decision boundaries for every pair of neighboring classes satisfy the approximation

of the class distribution. Thus, apart from the above PRS methods, the SVM can also be used

as a means of selecting prototype vectors. Observe that these new vectors can be subsequently

1Bezdek et al [15], who have composed an excellent survey of the field, report that there are “zillions!” of
methods for finding prototypes (see page 1459 of [15]).
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adjusted by means of an LVQ3-type algorithm. Based on this idea, a new prototype reduction

method (referred to here as HYB) of hybridizing the SVM and the LVQ3 was introduced in [24].

In this paper we propose to utilize PRS algorithms to devise a method of reducing the computa-

tional burden of the kernel based nonlinear subspace methods. The paper is organized as follows:

After providing a brief introduction to linear and kernel-based nonlinear subspace methods, in

Section 3 we show how large data sets of training patterns can be reduced into smaller prototype

sets by invoking various PRS. The inclusion of these in kPCA follows in Section 4, followed by a

section (Section 5) highlighting the theoretical basis for our work. Experiments and discussions for

artificial and real-life benchmark data sets are provided in Sections 6 and 7 respectively. Section

8 concludes the paper.

1.1 Contributions of the Paper

PRS have typically been used as methods by which the prototypes have been selected or created

in the design of pattern recognition systems. In this paper, we, first of all, show that PRS can

also be used as a tool to achieve an intermediate goal, namely, to minimize the number of samples

that are subsequently used in a subspace based pattern recognition system, which, in turn is used

to design the classifier. This, in itself, is novel to the field of the applications of PRS.

The second contribution of this paper is the method by which we have reduced the compu-

tational burden of a kernel based nonlinear subspace method. The latter methods, though inno-

vative, are computationally expensive because of the associated matrix (eigenvalue/eigenvector)

operations required in obtaining the basis vectors spanning the subspaces. The methods that have

been used to minimize this burden are described in more detail in [12, 13, 14]. These typically

utilize particular features (for example, the sparseness) of the n× n kernel matrix, where n is the

number of sample points. In this paper, we show that the burden can be reduced significantly

by not considering the kernel matrix at all. Instead, we rather define a reduced-kernel matrix by

first preprocessing the training points with a PRS scheme. Further, the PRS scheme does not

necessarily have to select a reduced set of data points. Indeed, it can rather create a reduced set

of prototypes from which, in turn, the reduced-kernel matrix is determined. All of these concepts

are novel to the field of designing kernel-based nonlinear subspace methods.
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2 Kernel based Nonlinear Subspace (KNS) Method

In this section, we provide a brief overview to the kernel based nonlinear subspace method2. This

is introduced by an explanation of the linear subspace methods.

2.1 Linear Subspace Methods

It is a well known fact that in most cases, a significant portion of the information content of a

feature vector is concentrated on a relatively small subset of features, which can serve as principal

axes. The subspace methods of pattern recognition are based on the principle of linear orthogonal

expansions, where pattern classes are given in terms of linear subspaces defined by their respective

basis vectors. Therefore, the output of the subspace classifier is not the class membership or the

bounded region, but a transformed description of the data item given by its vector projection on

the class subspace.

The subspace methods handle the feature extraction and classification in a single unified step.

Also, the classification is done based on a small number of scalar products. Thus subspace classifiers

are both fast and efficient.

A subspace of RN for an N -dimensional pattern classification problem is spanned by a set

of linearly independent vectors (a basis), denoted by L, of dimension p. Assuming that Li, i =

1, · · · , C, is given in terms of a set of orthogonal basis vectors, u= (u1, · · · ,upi
), with uT

i uj = δij,

the Kroneker-delta function, the length of the projection of a new pattern x onto Li is

‖Pi‖2 =

pi∑
k=1

(
xT uk

)2
= ‖xT u‖2. (1)

To compute the basis vectors, the Principal Components Analysis (PCA) or Karhuen-Loève

(KL) expansion technique is employed. For each class, j, the scatter matrix of the N -dimensional

data set, {x1,x2, · · · ,xn}, where each xi ∈ RN , is estimated by Σj = 1
n

∑n
i=1 xix

T
i ,xi ∈ ωj.

Subsequently, the first pj(≤ N) eigenvectors,
(
e1, · · · , epj

)
, of the matrix Σj , in the order of

decreasing eigenvalues, λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λpj
, are used as the basis vectors.

2This section is included only for the sake of the reader who is new to the field. It was recommended by the
Referees.
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An essential concept in the subspace methods is the projection of a vector x on each class

subspace Li. Using this, the decision rule classifies each x into the class on whose class-subspace

it has the longest projection. This is achieved as follows:

∀j �= i, ‖Pi‖2 > ‖Pj‖2 ⇒ x ∈ ωi. (2)

Since the eigenvectors are computed linearly by the PCA, classifiers based on the subspaces

spanned by the basis vector matrix, u, are very effective for linear problems, but not good for non-

linear distributions of features. This has naturally motivated various developments of nonlinear

PCA’s, including the kernel PCA.

2.2 Kernel Principal Components Analysis (kPCA)

In the previous section, the eigenvalue problem was solved in the input space RN . To extend this,

we repeat the same computation in another space F , which is referred to as the feature space. The

space F is related to the input space by a possibly nonlinear map

Φ : RN → F, (3)

which takes a vector x into Φ(x), where Φ(x) could have an arbitrarily large, (and possibly

infinite), dimensionality. For each class, j, the Φ-based scatter matrix is estimated by Σ′
j =

1
n

∑n
i=1 Φ(xi)Φ(xi)

T ,Φ(xi) ∈ ωj . The first p′j(≤ n) eigenvectors, U =
(
U 1, · · · ,U p′j

)
, of the

matrix Σ′
j , in the order of decreasing eigenvalues λ′

1 ≥ · · · ≥ λ′
p′j

, are computed by

λ′U = Σ′
jU =

1

n

n∑
i=1

(Φ(xi) · U) Φ(xi). (4)

Here, if we do not know the function Φ explicitly, we can not compute the basis vectors

directly from (4). Fortunately, however, we can compute projections of an arbitrary pattern onto

the directions of the basis vectors. Since all eigenvectors with nonzero eigenvalues must be in the
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span of the mapped data, Φ(xi), i = 1, · · · , n,

U =

n∑
i=1

αiΦ(xi). (5)

By multiplying with Φ(xi), (4) becomes:

λ′(Φ(xi) · U) = (Φ(xi) · Σ′
jU), i = 1, · · · , n. (6)

Here, to compute the expansion coefficients, αi, i = 1, · · · , n, we define an n×n matrix, K, whose

elements are

Kij = (Φ(xi) · Φ(xj)) = k(xi,xj), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. (7)

Using this formulation, an eigenvalue problem for the αi is obtained as follows:

λα = Kα, (8)

where the α = (α1 · · ·αp′)
T denotes the complete set of the first p′(≤ n) eigenvectors of K which

correspond to the largest p′ non-zero eigenvalues, λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λp′.

The solutions of α further need to be normalized by imposing (U k · U k) = 1, k = 1, · · · , p′ in

F . From (5), (7), and (8), we observe that (U k ·U k)=
∑n

i,j=1 αkiαkj (Φ(xi) · Φ(xj)) =λk (αk · αk).

After we perform a normalization, we see that (U i ·U j) is δij , the Kroneker-delta function, since :

(U k · U k) = λk (αk · αk) = λk

(
U k√
λk

· U k√
λk

)
= 1, (9)

(U i · U j) = 0, (whenever i �= j). (10)

Thus, to extract principle components of a new pattern z in F , we simply project the mapped

pattern Φ(z) onto a direction of U j as follows:

(U j · Φ(z)) =
n∑

i=1

αji(Φ(xi) · Φ(z)) =
1√
λj

n∑
i=1

Ujik(xi, z). (11)
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Although it is nearly impossible to compute the basis vectors corresponding to the eigenvectors of

(4), it is possible from (11), to compute the projections onto the directions of basis vectors. The

dot product for the principal components extraction can be implicitly computed in F , without

explicitly using the mapping Φ. Such a computational methodology is called the “kernel trick”,

using which, nonlinear subspace classifiers can be designed.

2.3 Nonlinear Subspace Methods

The Kernel-based Nonlinear Subspace (KNS) method [6, 7] is a subspace classifier, where the

kPCA is employed as the specific nonlinear feature extractor. Given a set of n N -dimensional data

samples X = (x1, · · · ,xn)T ∈ ωi and a kernel function k(·, ·), the column matrix of the orthogonal

eigenvectors, U=
(
U 1, · · · ,U p′i

)
, and the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues, Λ, can be computed

from the kernel matrix Kij = k(xi,xj), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. Then, from (9), the length of the projection

of a new test pattern z onto the principal directions of U in F is

‖P ′
i‖2 =

p′i∑
j=1

n∑
i=1

(αjik(xi, z))2 = ‖ 1√
Λ

UTk(X, z)‖2. (12)

Thus, the analogous decision rule as that of linear subspace classifiers, classifies each z into the

class on whose “class subspace” it has the longest projection as follows:

∀j �= i, ‖P ′
i‖2 > ‖P ′

j‖2 ⇒ z ∈ ωi. (13)

In KNS, the subspace dimensions, p′i, i = 1, · · · , C, have a strong influence on the performance

of subspace classifiers. In order to get a high classification accuracy, we have to select a large

dimension. However, designing with dimensions which are too large leads to low performances

due to the overlapping of the resultant subspaces. Also, since the speed of computation for the

discriminant function of subspace classifiers is inversely proportional to the dimension, the latter

should be kept small.

Various dimension selection methods have been reported in the literature [1, 25]. The simplest

approach is to select a global dimension to be used for all the classes. A more popular method is
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that of selecting different dimensions for the various classes based on the cumulative proportion,

α, which is defined as follow:

α(p′i) =

p′i∑
i=1

λi

/
n∑

i=1

λi . (14)

In this method, the p′i of each class for the data sets is determined by considering the cumulative

proportion, α(p′i). For each class, the kernel matrix K is computed using the available training

samples for that class. The eigenvectors and eigenvalues are computed, and the cumulative sum

of the eigenvalues, normalized by the trace of K, is compared to a fixed number.

The overall procedure for kernel based nonlinear subspace classifiers is summarized as follows:

1. For every class, j, compute the kernel matrix, K, using the given training data set {xi}n
i=1

and the kernel function k(·, ·);

2. For every class, j, compute the normalized eigenvectors of K in F , and select the subspace

dimension, p′j;

3. For all the test patterns, we compute the projections of the pattern onto the eigenvectors,

and classify it by the decision rule of (13).

In the above, the computation of principal component projections for a pattern requires evalu-

ation of the kernel function with respect to all the training patterns. This is unfortunate, because,

in practice, the computation is excessive for large data sets. We overcome this limitation by re-

ducing the training set using a PRS, and the theoretical basis for such a reduction will be argued

later.

3 Prototype Reduction Schemes (PRS)

Various data reduction methods have been proposed in the literature - two excellent surveys are

found in [15, 16]. To put the results available in the field in the right context, we mention, in detail,

the contents of the former. The survey of [15] contains a comparison of eleven conventional PRS

methods. This comparison has been performed from the view of error rates, and of the resultant
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number of prototypes that are obtained. The experiments were conducted with four experimental

data sets which are both artificial and real.

The claim of [15], based on the experimental results obtained using eleven distinct methods,

is very easily stated. The authors of [15] claim that there seems to be no clear scheme that is

uniformly superior to all the other PRS. Indeed, different methods were found to be superior for

different data sets. However, the experiments showed that the creative methods are superior to

the selective methods, but are, typically, computationally more difficult to determine. Also, the

experimental results revealed that the Pre-supervised methods are better than the Post-supervised

ones.

The most pertinent ones are mentioned here3 by two groups: the selecting and the creating

methods. The CNN [17], which is one of first methods proposed, is chosen as a selecting method.

On the other hand, the PNN, the VQ (or SOM), and the HYB are considered to fall within the

family of prototype-creating algorithms.

The algorithm of finding PNNs [18], can be summarized as follows: Given a training set T ,

the algorithm starts with every point in T as a prototype. Initially, set A is empty and set B is

T itself. The algorithm selects an arbitrary point from B , and initially assigns it to A. After this,

the two closest prototypes p from A and q from B of the same class are merged, successively, into

a new prototype, p∗, if the merging will not degrade the classification of the patterns in T , where

p∗ is the weighted average of p and q . For example, if p and q are associated with weights Wp and

Wq , respectively, p∗ is defined as (Wp · p +Wq · q)/(Wp +Wq), and is assigned a weight, Wp +Wq .

Initially, every prototype has an associated weight of unity.

Bezdek and his co-authors, proposed a modification of the PNN in [19]. Based on the results

obtained from experiments conducted on the Iris data set, the authors of [19] asserted that their

modified form of the PNN yielded the best consistent reduced set for designing multiple-prototype

classifiers.

The concept of VQ or SOM can be perceived as one of the prototype creation approaches.

Rather than represent the entire data in a compressed form using only the estimates, VQ and

3We note that the intention here is not to survey the field, but to merely specify a few of the representative
PRS. In this light, it should be emphasized that our new philosophy of “pre-processing” a KNS is applicable by
using any of the PRS methods surveyed in [15, 16] and in the existing literature.
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SOM opt to represent the data in the actual feature space by creating codebook vectors which are

migrated so as to be optimally placed in this space. Details of the VQ and SOM can be found in

[20, 23, 26, 27].

In designing NN classifiers, prototypes near the boundary play more important roles than those

which are more interior in the feature space. In creating or selecting the prototypes, therefore, the

points near the boundary have to be considered to be more significant, and the created prototypes

need to be moved or adjusted towards the classification boundary so as to yield higher performance.

The HYB hybridized approach that we proposed in [24] is based on this philosophy, namely that

of invoking selecting/creating, and adjusting phases. First, a reduced set of initial prototypes or

code-book vectors is chosen by any of the previously known methods, and then their optimal

positions are learned with an LVQ3-type algorithm, thus, minimizing the average classification

error. The more crucial issue is that of determining the parameters of the LVQ3-type algorithm.

This is accomplished in [24] by partitioning the given data sets into two subsets, which are, in turn,

utilized to optimize the corresponding LVQ3 parameters. The details of the scheme are omitted

here and can be found in [24]. A brief taxonomy and a ranking of creative PRS can also be found

in [28].

4 Optimizing the KNS : Motivation and Proposed Solu-

tion

The fundamental problem we encounter is that of computing the solution to the kernel subspace

classifier from the set of training samples. This, in turn, involves four essential phases, namely

that of computing the kernel matrix, computing its eigenvalues and eigenvectors, extracting the

principal components of the kernel matrix from among these eigenvectors, and finally, projecting

the samples to be processed onto the reduced basis vectors. We observe, first of all, that all of

these phases depend on the size of the data set. In particular, the most time consuming phase

involves computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the kernel matrix.

There is an underlying irony in the method, in itself. For a good and effective training phase,

we, typically, desire a large data set. But if the training set is large, the dimensionality of the
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kernel matrix is correspondingly large, making the computations extremely expensive. On the

other hand, a smaller training set makes the learning less accurate, although computations are

correspondingly less.

There are a few ways by which the computational burden of the kernel subspace method can

be reduced. Most of the reported schemes [12, 13, 14] resort to using the specific properties of the

underlying kernel matrix, for example, its sparseness. Our technique is different.

The method we propose is by reducing the size of the training set. However, we do this, by

not significantly reducing the accuracy of the resultant classifier. This is achieved by resorting to

a PRS. The theoretical basis for this will be explained in a subsequent section.

The question now is essentially one of determining which of the training points we should

retain. Rather than deciding to discard or retain the training points, we permit the user the choice

of either selecting some of the training samples using methods such as the CNN, or creating a

smaller set of samples using the methods such as those advocated in the PNN, VQ, and HYB.

This reduced set effectively represents the new “training” set. Additionally, we also permit the

user to migrate the resultant set by an LVQ3-type method to further enhance the quality of the

reduced samples.

The PRS serves as a preprocessor to the n N -dimensional training samples to yield a subset of

n′ potentially new points, where n′ << n. The “kernel” is now computed using this reduced set of

points to yield the so-called reduced-kernel matrix. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this matrix

are now computed, and the principal components of the kernel matrix are extracted from among

these eigenvectors of smaller dimension. Notice now that the samples to be tested are projected

onto the reduced basis directions represented by these vectors.

To investigate the computational advantage gained by resorting to such a PRS preprocessing

phase, we observe, first of all, that the time used in determining the reduced prototypes is fractional

compared to the time required for the expensive matrix-related operations. Once the reduced

prototypes are obtained, the eigenvalue/eigenvector computations are significantly smaller since

these computations are now done for a much smaller set, and thus for an n′ × n′ matrix. The net

result of these two reductions is reflected in the time savings we report in a later section in which

we discuss the experimental results obtained for artificial and real-life data sets. However, before
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we present the experimental verification of our claims, we briefly submit the theoretical basis for

our proposed solution.

5 Theoretical Basis for the Proposed Solution

The theoretical basis for our research is essentially founded on the excellent research works of

Achlioptas and his co-authors [10, 11]. If we merely resort to the properties of the kernel matrix,

K, the question of enhancing the speed completely depends on its sparseness. This, in turn, means

that any speed enhancements are going to be entirely data dependant.

To overcome this situation, where our hands are basically tied, the research in [11] presented

a novel method by which sparseness can be artificially introduced into the kernel matrix. The

authors suggested that this be achieved by randomly setting the elements of the matrix to zero

with a certain probability, and modifying it to have another “constant” value, otherwise. It turns

out that while this rather simple (but ingenious) scheme increases the sparseness of K, if the

random modifications are done in a controlled manner, the kernel is replaced by an approximation

that is more easily computed. Furthermore, this approximation can be made arbitrarily close to

the true value. In the interest of readability, the formal details are omitted here - they can be

found in [11].

The problem with resorting to the methods of [11] is essentially one of computation. Al-

though the matrix becomes sparse, the problems associated with the eigenvalue computations of

the “large” matrix persist. To resolve this, we consider another theoretical avenue, also introduced

by Achlioptas and his co-authors [10]. In the case of the kPCA, the method in [11] does not delete

entire samples, namely, the data points. Rather, the method deletes single inner products of the

Gram matrix, or in other words, it deletes a random fraction of all the kernel evaluations. As

opposed to this, in [10], which was the precursor to [11], the authors propose an alternate strategy.

There, they explain how one can do “adaptive” sampling so that the more important samples are

more likely to be maintained. As explained in [10], all the mathematical formal results go through,

rendering the adaptive scheme to work much better in practice. The analogous result readily

applies also to the kPCA setting4.

4We are extremely grateful to Dr. Achlioptas for his e-mails, and for providing us with the insight into this.
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The question that a practitioner faces, is indeed, one of determining which of the samples are

the more important ones, and of developing a computational mechanism by which they are more

likely to be maintained. Clearly, we have attempted to do this by using a PRS.

Analyzing our current philosophy for any arbitrary PRS is an open problem. Although this

is currently being investigated, we do not believe that there will be a single analytic argument

for all the PRS schemes that can be used to include the more important data points, and to

consequently reduce the dimensionality of the kernel matrix. Rather, we believe that any analysis

will be intricately dependent on the analytic characteristics of the particular PRS that is used.

Before one is too ambitious, it should be also mentioned that it is quite likely that, in many

cases, such a theoretical analysis will, quite simply, not be possible. This is because the theoretical

foundations of the corresponding PRS are not currently available, and are, probably, infeasible.

Observe that there is currently no formal derivation for the analytic properties of the PNN, the

CNN, and indeed, of most of the “zillions” of PRS schemes that are reported in the literature.

The methods that we have used to test our strategy include the PNN, the CNN, the VQ and a

new hybrid method with enhances the SVM with an LVQ3-type algorithm. As mentioned above,

unfortunately, no formal analysis is available for the PNN and the CNN. While the formal theory

for the SVM [21, 22] has been extensively developed, its LVQ3-enhancement has not been analyzed.

Thus, the analysis in most of these cases is, unfortunately, open. However, rather than side-step

this topic, we shall present the arguments as to why our philosophy works for PRSs which base

their reduction on the theory of Self Organizing Maps (SOMs) or Vector Quantization (VQ).

We believe that analogous arguments can also be made for PRS schemes which utilize a Boot-

strap philosophy. This is because the Bootstrap samples are chosen in such a way that the distri-

bution of the retained Bootstrap samples attempt to follow the distribution of the overall training

set. But this is yet to be investigated.

5.1 Foundations for Using SOMs and Vector Quantization

Although the SOM is described and implemented in such an elementary manner, it has extremely

elegant properties. A collection of these is found in [23, 29].

First of all Kohonen showed that the resulting map forms a Voronoi tessellation of a given
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input space which is a kind of VQ partitioning of the input space into non-overlapping regions

[23]. Furthermore, apart from these tessellations, the neurons also ultimately collectively possess

the stochastic properties of the underlying data points. Indeed, if the width of the neighborhood is

fixed, and the update Kohonen parameter5 α(t) is very small, Ritter [26] showed that for the scalar

case, the density of weight vectors G(Y ) is proportional to F (X)γ where F (X) is the distribution

of the input vectors, P, and

γ = ((W + 1)2/3)/((W + 1)2 + W 2), (15)

where again, [−W,W ] specifies the activation bubble. To the best of our knowledge, the analogous

results for vectors of higher dimensions are presently unknown.

The situation is more hopeful in the case of VQ in its purest form. Zador [30] showed that

the Linde, Buzo and Gray algorithm [31] for VQ (i.e., the Kohonen map for W = 0) produces

neurons with asymptotic density G(Y ) proportional to F (X)n/(n+d) where n is the dimension of

the input space and the Ld-norm is used to measure the distortion between the neurons and the

input vectors. Moreover, when n = 1 and d = 2, these two asymptotic distributions become the

same, namely, G(Y ) ∝ F (X)1/3.

By considering the effects of the SOM in the transformed domain Wong [29] argues that

Y (t + 1)(ω) = (1 − α)Y (t)(ω) + αX(t)δ(ω), (16)

where δ(·) is the delta function and Y is the Fourier transform of Y . Thus, all frequency components

in Y (t) are scaled by 1 − α while its d.c. component is increased by αX(t). If the same updating

is repeatedly applied to the weights in the activation bubble all the weights would be equal. Of

course, since the input vectors are presented randomly, the net effect is that the neighboring

neurons have their weights as similar as possible. Thus, the Kohonen updating rule also smooths

the weights. Indeed, the dynamics of the Kohonen map can be seen to consist of two components

- the nearest-neighbor component achieved in a non-parametric manner, and a smoothing effect

5To be consistent with the notation used in the literature, we request the freedom to use the same notation for
the Kohonen update parameter, α, as is customarily done. Of course, there is no confusion with the α used earlier
in this paper.
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obtained as a consequence of the windowing effect. Whereas the clustering component tends to

gather the neurons’ weights, the smoothing keeps the spacing among the weights. Notice that

as the neighborhood [−W,W ] decreases, the width of the smoothing effect decreases and the

clustering effect increases. Fine tuning of the map is a result of the changing balance between

these two effects. However, if W is progressively decreased [23], initially all the neurons tend to

coalesce close to the mean of the overall distribution when W is large, and subsequently unwind

to find their relative places statistically and topologically as W is progressively decreased.

In summary, if we use a VQ-based PRS, the resultant prototypes will form a smaller subset

which essentially has the same distribution in the feature space. This, informally, implies that the

principal directions of the eigenvectors will be preserved (albeit approximately), which in turn will

ensure the approximation of the resultant KNS. Our experimental results validate this.

6 Experimental Results : Artificial Data Sets

6.1 Experimental Data

The proposed method has been rigorously tested and compared with many conventional KNS.

This was first done by performing experiments on a number of “artificial” data sets as summarized

in Table 1.

Table 1: The artificial data sets used in the experiments. The vectors are divided into two subsets
of equal size, and used for training and validation, alternately.

Data Set # of # of # of
Names Patterns Features Classes

Non normal 1 100 (50; 50) 8 2
Non normal 2 1,000 (500; 500) 8 2
Non normal 3 10,000 (5,000; 5,000) 8 2

The data set named “Non normal”, which has also been employed as a benchmark experimental

data set [20, 32, 33], for numerous experimental set-ups (including those involving the Bootstrap

method [33]) was generated from a mixture of four 8-dimensional Gaussian distributions as follows:

1. p1 (x ) = 1
2
N (µ11 , I8 ) + 1

2
N (µ12 , I8 ) and
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2. p2 (x ) = 1
2
N (µ21 , I8 ) + 1

2
N (µ22 , I8 ),

where µ11 = [0, 0, · · · , 0], µ12 = [6.58, 0, · · · , 0], µ21 = [3.29, 0, · · · , 0] and µ22 = [9.87, 0, · · · , 0].

In these expressions, I8 is the 8 -dimensional Identity matrix.

In our experiments, three data sets, “Non normal 1,2,3”, were generated with different sizes of

testing and training sets of cardinality 100, 1,000, and 10,000 respectively. In the data sets, all

of the vectors were normalized within the range [−1, 1] using their standard deviations. Also, for

every class j, the data set for the class was randomly split into two subsets of equal size. One of

them was used for training the classifiers as explained above, and the other subset was used in the

validation (or testing) of the classifiers. The roles of these sets were later interchanged.

6.2 Experimental Parameters

As in all learning algorithms, choosing the parameters6 of the PRS and KNS play an important

role in determining the quality of the solution. The parameters for the PRS are summarized as

follows:

1. Parameters for the CNN and the PNN

(a) None.

2. Parameters for the VQ

(a) The code book size, M , is selected as one of the quantities 2 1 , 2 2 , · · · , 2 p (2p ≤ N , N

is the number of samples), after considering the classification accuracy,

(b) The maximum number of iterations is 50,

(c) The stopping and splitting criteria are both 0.01.

3. Parameters for the HYB

(a) The initial code book size is determined by the SVM (in this experiment, we hybridized

the SVM and an LVQ3- type algorithm),

6The same parameters were used for both the artificial data sets studied in this section, and for the real-life data
sets studied in the next section.
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(b) The parameters for the LVQ3 learning, such as the α, the ε, the window length, w , and

the iteration length, η, are specified as described in [24].

The parameters for the Kernel based Nonlinear Subspace Method (KNS) and the Sparse Greedy

Matrix Approximation (SGA), are summarized as follows:

1. Parameters for the KNS

(a) To select the subspace dimensions, we guess several initial values based on the cumu-

lative proportion, α, and select the best one by observing how the classification errors

are distributed among the classes.

(b) The kernel function employed in the experiments is the polynomial kernel with the

intercept and the degree of the polynomial given as, k(i, j) = (1 + x′
ixj)

2.

2. Parameters for the SGA

(a) The maximum number of iterations is 103, and the error bound is ε = 1.0 × 10−5.

6.3 Experimental Results

We report below the run-time characteristics of the proposed algorithm for the artificial data sets,

“Non normal” as shown in Table 27. In this table, KNS represents the method of calculating the

kernel matrix with the entire data set. The KNS-Sub1 (60%) and KNS-Sub2 (14%) are methods

which pertain to calculating the kernel matrix with a ramdomly selected subset of the data points.

On the other hand, the SGA-KNS8, CNN-KNS, PNN-KNS, VQ-KNS, and HYB-KNS are obtained

by calculating the kernel matrix using the prototypes obtained with each respective method.

The proposed methods, the CNN-KNS, PNN-KNS, VQ-KNS, and HYB-KNS can be compared

with the traditional versions, such as the KNS (which utilizes the entire set), the subset KNSs, and

7From the Table, we see that the computation time of the PNN is greater than that of the others. However, in
[18], it has been suggested that the time could be significantly reduced by employing an algorithm similar to the
minimal spanning tree, and using a method of associating with every sample point in the data set, two distances
wi and bi . Also, in [19], Bezdek and his co-authors proposed a modification of the PNN as mentioned in Section 3.

8In the implementation of this method, we, at first, reduced the n×n kernel matrix into a matrix of dimensions
n′ × n′ (n′ << n) by using the SGA technique described in [12]. Subsequently, we employed the linear subspace
method to compute the eigenvectors and projections of the latter matrix. The program code for the SGA algorithm
was graciously provided by Dr. Alex Smola, of the Australian National University. The authors are very grateful
to him for his assistance in this study.
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the SGA-KNS, using two criteria, namely, the classification accuracy (%), Acc, and the processing

CPU-time (in seconds), T1. We report below a summary of the results obtained for the case when

one subset was used for training and the second for testing. The results when the roles of the

sets are interchanged are almost identical. In the tables, each result is the averaged value of the

training and the test sets, respectively.

In KNS, the subspace dimensions have a strong influence on the performance of subspace clas-

sifiers. Therefore, the subspace dimensions, the number of prototypes employed for constructing

the kernel matrix, and their extraction times in the PRSs and the SGA, should be investigated.

To assist in this task, we display the results of the Acc and T1, the subspace dimensions for the

two data sets, (p11, p12), (p21, p22), the number of prototypes finally utilized, n′ = 1
2
(n′

1 + n′
2), and

their extraction times, t′ = 1
2
(t′1 + t′2).

From Table 2, we can see that the processing CPU-time of the CNN-KNS, PNN-KNS, VQ-

KNS, and HYB-KNS methods can be reduced significantly by employing a PRS such as the CNN,

PNN, VQ, and HYB. Indeed, this is achieved without sacrificing the accuracy so much. It should

be mentioned that the reduction of processing time increased dramatically when the size of the

data sets was increased.

Consider the CNN-KNS method for the three “Non normal” data sets. If the entire sets

of sizes 50, 500, and 5,000 respectively, were processed, the times taken for the KNS are 0.63,

57.50, and 12,464.0 seconds, respectively. However, if the same sets were first preprocessed by the

CNN, to yield the CNN-KNS procedure, the processing times are 0.11, 5.09, and 360.29 seconds

respectively9. Notice that the classification accuracy of the two methods is almost the same.

Identical comments can also be made about the PNN-KNS, VQ-KNS, and HYB-KNS schemes.

In fact, if we reckon the actual CPU processing time as the summation of the classification

time, T1, and the prototype extraction time, t′, the table demonstrates that the processing time of

the SGA-KNS is longer than those of the currently proposed methods.

It is not so easy to crown any one PRS to be superior to the others in the context of optimizing

KNS methods. This re-iterates the basic proposition found in the literature, that the suitability of

9It should be mentioned that the learning and recognition time taken by the conventional method SGA-KNS for
the set Non 3 is only 7.9 seconds. However, the time required to approximate the n × n kernel matrix using the
smaller n′ × n′ matrix obtained by using the SGA technique is 1,305.35 seconds! Thus, it is meaningless to merely
compare the methods on any one single statistic.
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any PRS depends on the properties of the data set itself [15, 24]. However, the reader should easily

observe that the computational advantage gained is significant, and the accuracy lost is marginal.

But as a matter of comparison, it is clear that with regard to the time involved in generating the

reduced problem, the proposed methods are computationally almost always less intensive than the

SGA methods used to optimize the KNS.

7 Experimental Results : Real-life Data Sets

7.1 Experimental Data

In order to further investigate the advantage gained by utilizing the proposed methods, we con-

ducted experiments on “real-life” data sets, which we refer to as the “Ionosphere”, “Sonar”, “Ar-

rhythmia”, and “Adult4” sets. The information about these data sets is summarized in Table 3.

These data sets are real benchmark data sets, cited from the UCI Machine Learning Repository10.

The “Sonar” data set contains 208 vectors. Each sample vector, of two classes, has sixty

attributes which are all continuous numerical values. The “Arrhythmia” data set contains 279

attributes, 206 of which are real-valued and the rest are nominal. In our experiments, the nominal

features were replaced by zeros. The aim of the pattern recognition exercise was to distinguish

between the presence or absence of cardiac arrhythmia, and to classify the feature into one of the

16 groups. In our case, in the interest of uniformity, we merely attempted to classify the total

instances into two category, namely, “normal” and “abnormal”.

The “Adult4” data set was extracted from a census bureau database11. Each sample vector has

fourteen attributes. Some of the attributes, such as the age, hours-per-week, etc., are continuous

numerical values. The others, such as education, race, etc., are nominal symbols. In this case, the

total number of sample vectors is 33,330. Among them, we randomly selected 8,336 samples due

to the time considerations, which is approximately 25 % of the whole set.

In the above data sets, all of the vectors were normalized to be within the range [−1, 1] using

their standard deviations, and the data set for class j was randomly split into two subsets, Tj ,t

and Tj ,V , of equal size. One of them was used for choosing the initial prototypes and training the

10http://www.ics.uci.edu/mlearn/MLRepository.html
11http://www.census.gov/ftp/pub/DES/www/welcome.html
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classifiers, and the other one was used in their validation (or testing). Later, the role of these sets

were interchanged.

The experimental results for the “Ionos”,“Sonar”, “Arrhy” and “Adult4” data sets are shown

in Table 4.

Consider the results of Table 4 for the data captioned Ionos. Processing the entire data set of

176 samples required a CPU-time of 14.32, 5.12, 2.28 and 6.61 seconds, and yielded the accuracies

of 84.38, 72.73, 70.46 and 88.92 % with the KNS, KNS-Sub1, KNS-Sub2 and SGA-KNS methods.

However, if the samples were pre-processed by a PRS, to yield the CNN-KNS, PNN-KNS, VQ-KNS

or HYB-KNS respectively, the times taken were 2.79, 2.24, 0.34 and 2.67 seconds respectively -

which represented much smaller computation times. In this case, the accuracies actually increased

to the values of 89.20, 91.20, 79.55 and 85.80 respectively12.

From Table 4, we also observe the same characteristics as those seen in Table 2. The data

set Adult4 of 4,168 samples was processed requiring a computation time of 15,558.0 seconds, and

gave an accuracy of 85.78 % when the KNS method utilized the entire data set. However, if the

samples were preprocessed with a PRS to yield the CNN-KNS, the computation was achieved in

536.38 seconds, and yielded an accuracy of 90.10 %.

It appears as if we can make one final concluding remark on the newly proposed KNS enhance-

ments. From the experimental results reported, we see that the various methods, namely, the

CNN-KNS, PNN-KNS, VQ-KNS, and HYB-KNS, have different measures of accuracy for the vari-

ous data sets investigated. However, from the results for the high-dimensional data set of “Arrhy”

and from the large data set of “Adult4”, we observe that the HYB-KNS is uniformly superior to

the others in terms of the classification accuracy, Acc, while requiring a little additional prototype

extraction time, t′. We thus propose that this method is the most ideal candidate of choice for

enhancing a KNS using a PRS.

12It should be mentioned that such an increase in accuracy is an exception, rather than a rule. The accuracy
typically falls marginally when the KNS is preprocessed by a PRS.
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8 Conclusions

Kernel based nonlinear subspace methods suffer from a major disadvantage for large data sets,

namely that of the excessive computational burden encountered by processing all the data points.

In this paper, we suggest a computationally superior mechanism to solve the problem. Rather

than define the kernel matrix and compute the principal components using the entire data set, we

propose that the size of the data be reduced into a smaller prototype subset using a Prototype

Reduction Schemes (PRS). This PRS can be any one of the “zillions” of currently reported PRS

methods. Since PRS yields a smaller subset of data points that effectively samples the entire

space to yield subsets of prototypes, these prototypes can be used quite effectively for composing

a “reduced-kernel” matrix, thus alleviating the computational burden significantly.

The proposed method has been tested on artificial and real-life benchmark data sets, and com-

pared with the conventional methods. The experimental results for both large data sets demon-

strate that the proposed schemes can improve the learning speed of the proposed methods by an

order of magnitude, while yielding almost the same classification accuracy.

Although we have given a theoretical basis for using the VQ as the underlying PRS to optimize

the KNS, the problem of analyzing our methodology for other PRSs, like the PNN, the CNN, the

hybrid-SVM method etc. remains open. We believe that this will be nontrivial.
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Table 2: The experimental results of the proposed method for the artificial data sets, “Non normal
1,2,3”. Here, the two values, Acc and T1, are the classification accuracy (%) and the processing
CPU-time (in seconds). The values (p1, p2), n′, and t′ are subspace dimensions of each class,
the number of prototypes, and their extraction times, respectively. The final column, 1nn, is the
classification result obtained by invoking a 1-nearest neighbor rule, where the reference set consists
of the n′ prototypes.

Dataset Methods Acc T1 (p1, p2) n′ t′ 1nn

KNS (Whole Set) 95.00 0.63 (2,2) (1,2) 50 0 95.00
KNS-Sub1 (60%) 93.00 0.36 (2,2) (1,2) 30 0 94.00
KNS-Sub2 (14%) 80.00 0.10 (2,2) (1,2) 7 0 91.00

Non 1 SGA-KNS 94.00 0.12 (1,1) (2,2) 6 0.51 94.00
CNN-KNS 96.00 0.11 (1,1) (1,2) 7 0.00 95.00
PNN-KNS 94.00 0.19 (1,1) (1,1) 8 0.02 94.00
VQ-KNS 95.00 0.07 (1,1) (1,1) 2 0.11 95.00

HYB-KNS 95.00 0.15 (1,1) (1,1) 6 0.11 87.00
KNS (Whole Set) 94.80 57.50 (1,1) (1,1) 500 0 92.50
KNS-Sub1 (60%) 94.80 29.13 (1,1) (1,1) 300 0 92.30
KNS-Sub2 (14%) 94.90 5.57 (1,1) (1,1) 70 0 92.00

Non 2 SGA-KNS 93.80 0.89 (1,1) (1,1) 8 14.07 91.90
CNN-KNS 94.70 5.09 (1,1) (1,1) 65 0.14 91.90
PNN-KNS 94.30 22.50 (1,1) (1,1) 219 41.47 92.10
VQ-KNS 94.90 0.69 (1,1) (1,1) 4 0.06 95.20

HYB-KNS 94.60 5.00 (1,1) (1,1) 60 14.62 66.00
KNS (Whole Set) 94.81 12,464.00 (1,1) (1,1) 5,000 0 91.94
KNS-Sub1 (60%) 94.78 4,099.10 (1,1) (1,1) 3,000 0 86.50
KNS-Sub2 (14%) 94.77 546.17 (1,1) (1,1) 700 0 92.57

Non 3 SGA-KNS 92.53 7.90 (1,1) (1,1) 8 1,305.35 90.73
CNN-KNS 94.81 360.29 (1,1) (1,1) 491 58.57 91.63
PNN-KNS 94.76 8,534.20 (1,1) (1,1) 4,124 53,516.33 92.04
VQ-KNS 94.51 181.21 (1,1) (1,1) 256 3.19 90.12

HYB-KNS 94.76 488.87 (1,1) (1,1) 641 58.38 42.29

Table 3: The “real-life” data sets used for experiments. The vectors are divided into two sets of
equal size, and used for training and validation, alternately.

Data Set # of # of # of
Names Patterns Features Classes

Ionosphere 351 (176; 175) 34 2
Sonar 208 (104; 104) 60 2

Arrhythmia 452 (226; 226) 279 16
Adult4 8,336 (4,168; 4,168) 14 2
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Table 4: The experimental results of the proposed method for the real-life data sets “Ionos”,
“Sonar”, “Arrhy”, and “Adult4”. Here, the two values, Acc and T1, are the classification accuracy
(%) and the processing CPU-time (in seconds). The values (p1, p2), n

′, and t′ are subspace dimen-
sions of each class, the number of prototypes, and their extraction times, respectively. The final
column, 1nn, is the classification result obtained by invoking a 1-nearest neighbor rule, where the
reference set consists of the n′ prototypes.

Data Sets Methods Acc T1 (p1, p2) n′ t′ 1nn

KNS (Whole Set) 84.38 14.32 (45,66) (32,45) 176 0 78.70
KNS-Sub1 (60%) 72.73 5.12 (45,66) (32,45) 106 0 82.39
KNS-Sub2 (14%) 70.46 2.28 (18,18) (16,10) 46 0 78.41

Ionos SGA-KNS 88.92 6.61 (9,18) (16,41) 64 44.48 76.42
CNN-KNS 89.20 2.79 (13,36) (11,31) 46 0.13 89.20
PNN-KNS 91.20 2.24 (7,30) (8,25) 35 2.43 91.20
VQ-KNS 79.55 0.34 (2,2) (2,2) 4 0.19 79.55

HYB-KNS 85.80 2.67 (13,31) (11,35) 45 0.26 85.80
KNS (Whole Set) 87.50 3.67 (23,22) (23,23) 104 0 82.22
KNS-Sub1 (60%) 79.33 2.37 (23,22) (23,23) 62 0 73.08
KNS-Sub2 (14%) 74.52 2.12 (14,17) (25,24) 27 0 72.12

Sonar SGA-KNS 85.10 3.28 (21,20) (20,20) 96 13.78 80.77
CNN-KNS 80.29 1.71 (20,17) (22,17) 53 0.18 79.81
PNN-KNS 84.14 1.21 (17,15) (20,13) 34 1.32 82.69
VQ-KNS 74.52 1.03 (16,16) (16,16) 32 0.79 78.37

HYB-KNS 84.62 1.94 (27,22) (21,17) 56 1.84 80.77
KNS (Whole Set) 98.24 18.29 (5,10) (13,19) 226 0 97.57
KNS-Sub1 (60%) 97.57 9.62 (5,10) (13,19) 137 0 95.80
KNS-Sub2 (14%) 97.57 9.62 (5,10) (13,19) 59 0 89.82

Arrhy SGA-KNS 98.46 18.83 (25,28) (28,32) 206 213.05 97.35
CNN-KNS 95.80 2.72 (15,16) (14,14) 30 0.84 96.47
PNN-KNS 96.02 1.28 (3,4) (3,4) 8 34.32 99.12
VQ-KNS 98.23 4.63 (13,17) (12,15) 64 5.38 98.90

HYB-KNS 98.90 7.12 (23,32) (21,25) 67 3.50 99.12
KNS (Whole Set) 85.78 15,558.00 (13,12) (13,12) 4,168 0 93.38
KNS-Sub1 (60%) 84.74 4,515.10 (13,12) (13,12) 2,501 0 92.81
KNS-Sub2 (14%) 78.33 600.00 (13,12) (13,12) 1,084 0 92.89

Adult4 SGA-KNS 81.80 244.85 (27,18) (17,19) 301 108,135.50 81.33
CNN-KNS 90.10 536.38 (8,8) (8,8) 755 237.69 91.56
PNN-KNS 88.86 456.85 (9,9) (9,8) 660 16,863.64 89.35
VQ-KNS 54.32 13.76 (7,8) (7,8) 16 1.31 78.21

HYB-KNS 91.96 287.70 (11,11) (11,11) 440 5,453.64 92.75
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